
Yehebi Bible Story-Set Workshops 

Informal Report – Workshop One 

 

Participants: 

 We had Pastor Willie from Suabi and Deacon Yaya.  From Honinabi we had Pastors Soli and 

Ameo.  From Yehebi we had pastors Sefasui and Kilas.  We also had two community 

“observers/participants,” they were the CHW Puse from Awin side and High School graduate Wobin. 

Workshop Dates – March 15-24 

 The length of this workshop was cut short due to MAF pilot sickness, mechanical problems and 

weather.  Also Easter responsibilities meant an earlier closing time.  Total length was 7 1/2 days.  Also 

during at the end of the workshop we had seven food relief flights into Yehebi.  For this we helped with 

the loading and storage of the rice. 

Story Progress 

 After the planning time, four stories were learned: The days of creation (no sin “very good”); the 

special creation of Adam and Eve (in God’s image, for relationship with God); The Disobedience of Adam 

and Eve (from sinless to sin, shame, broken fellowship with God); The punishment (the Consequences of 

sin, God beginning plan for restoration. 

Challenges 

 The process of learning stories went from listening to an English recorded version of the story, 

to writing down the story in language, to simply sitting and going over a written English version of the 

crafted story.  The recorded version, when listened to was quickly forgotten and they were unable to 

put in language.  The writing down in language was too arduous and time consuming.  Sitting down, with 

first a thorough explanation of the story, then as a group/groups and discussing the story and getting 

started on language was the best method to developing the story in language.  Pidgin would have been 

more helpful for the non English speakers and in future workshops the English could be dropped and 

initial story crafting done in Pidgin.  We are unable to do that. 

Learning method 

 As mentioned above I would sit and go carefully through the story in English explaining what it 

was saying – occasionally Willie would turn into Pidgin or language.  At this time any difficultly worded 

sentences or word choices would be cleared up.  After the group discussions each person would go to 

the front and present the story as best they could.  (I would first present the story in English, most could 

hear it if not read and write it) We stressed that this was a time to try your best and be helped by the 

other participants.  This went well although it most were a little worried to try it.  Finally when the 

stories were learned well, we all went up front and did a final presentation of the story.  After this we 



would chose one person from each language to do the recording (we also recorded Awin stories from 

the CHW)  

Recording 

 We faced some difficulties with the recording.  First to note though – these recording were not 

meant for wide distribution.  They are intended as a accurate version of the crafted story that can be 

referred to by those teaching the stories to maintain accuracy.  The solar audio players which were 

meant for story storage did not arrive in time before we left from the US.  They were mailed and did 

arrive from the US before the first workshop but some free editing programs that are used to put the 

stories on the players were not available.  The handheld recording devices were then used not only to 

record but at this point are also being used for playback of the stories. 

 I am trying to find a less expensive method for storage of the stories and easy playback.  Still no 

resolution at this point – have not been able to research this from Yehebi.  Possibly inexpensive phones 

with SD cards?   

Spreading the Word through story 

 Mid workshop Willie did an excellent presentation of the7 days of Creation story in Pidgin.  We 

will continue to do one of the learned stories midweek.  At Yehebi for Easter we did all four stories 

which were presented by Wobien, the CHW, Sefasui.  The main teaching point from each story was 

emphasized.  We finished with what will become the remaining stories for this set – how God undid 

spiritual death for those who come to Jesus, who died and rose again to free those who come to Him.   

 This set of stories is specifically designed from the Word of God to give an overall view of why 

and how people were created – for fellowship with God, how they fell away from God through 

disobedience, and then God’s plan of redemption through Jesus.   

This story set is meant to be taught (not just “preached”) to villages where there is little or no 

real understanding of what the Bible says about these things.  It it also a refreshing teaching even to 

those people who know the story quite well in bits and pieces, but now are hearing the whole flow of 

the story.  Other story sets can subsequently be taught.  

Additional thoughts 

 Timing and length of following workshops is being reviewed.  We still do not know how many 

stories could be learned in one full two week workshop.  At some point there will be overload of new 

stories to learn.  This will have to be found out in Workshop 2. 

 A suggestion – Clyde and Johanna, Steven – I wonder if you 3 can attend the 3 rd workshop if 

that would be okay. (Steven, you are invited to all, but if your own schedule does not allow then the 3rd 

workshop could allow us all to sit together and go over all that has been done so far and develop any 

new ideas, etc.  Clyde and Johanna you both are invited to the last two (I think you won’t be here for the 



2nd) but if it is between the 3rd or 4th, I think it would be good to have you at the 3rd, then we can get you 

input/participation before the last workshop. 

 Dates  

  Workshop 2 – April 11 to April 25 

 Workshop 3 –May 16 to May 30  

Workshop 4 – June 13 to June 29 

After the workshops there is time for any further consultation before we leave for the US from POM on 

July 27.  We leave Yehebi for Rumginae probably on the 21th, and Kiunga to POM on 25th. So we will 

have the first 3 weeks of July for any follow up.  We will also use this time to minister the stories and 

other thoughts from God’s Word at Yehebi.  

  

   


